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a b s t r a c t
Concepts and relations in ontologies and in other knowledge organisation systems are usually annotated
with natural language labels. Most ontology matchers rely on such labels in element-level matching
techniques. State-of-the-art approaches, however, tend to make implicit assumptions about the language
used in labels (usually English) and are either domain-agnostic or are built for a specific domain.
When faced with labels in different languages, most approaches resort to general-purpose machine
translation services to reduce the problem to monolingual English-only matching. We investigate a
thoroughly different and highly extensible solution based on semantic matching where labels are parsed
by multilingual natural language processing and then matched using language-independent and domain
aware background knowledge acting as an interlingua. The method is implemented in NuSM, the language
and domain aware evolution of the SMATCH semantic matcher, and is evaluated against a translationbased approach. We also design and evaluate a fusion matcher that combines the outputs of the two
techniques in order to boost precision or recall beyond the results produced by either technique alone.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Ontologies and other knowledge organisation systems, while
usually serving a purpose of standardisation or generalisation,
stem from local needs and practices. By local we understand within
an administrative unit such as a country or a region as well as within
an application domain such as medicine or transport. Accordingly,
ontologies tend to target specific domains and the labels annotating their elements – concepts, relations, metadata – tend to be expressed in the local language. This is especially true for lightweight
ontologies [1]: classification hierarchies, taxonomies, and other
tree-structured data schemas widely used around the world as
simple, well-understood, semi-formal resources for knowledge
organisation. Such resources often play normative roles on the
national level in public services, industry, or commerce, as a means
for classification (of documents, books, open data, commercial
products, web pages, etc.) as well as being sources of shared vocabularies for actors cooperating in a given domain.
Ontology matching [2] is a process that creates and maintains
alignments between elements of two ontologies covering overlapping areas of knowledge. We define language aware or multilingual
matching as a type of ontology matching where a multilingual
setting is explicitly assumed, i.e., the matcher is capable of dealing
with ontologies expressed in multiple languages. Likewise, we
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define domain aware matching as capable of dealing with domainspecific knowledge and domain terms with specialised meanings.
Activities on supra-national levels such as international trade
and mobility need to rely on the interoperability and integration
of knowledge organisation resources across countries, languages,
and sometimes across domains. Cross-lingual matching is a specific
case of language aware matching when ontologies in different languages need to be aligned. Likewise, cross-domain matching is used
to match ontologies pertaining to different domains of knowledge.
An example of a simultaneously cross-lingual and cross-domain
matching problem is the case of cross-border emergency response
where responders from different countries and from different domains (geography, geology, medicine, police, military, transportation, etc.) need to share data. In [3] we apply the domain aware
matching approach presented in this paper to this particular use
case.
State-of-the-art cross-lingual matchers invariably use translation-based techniques – most often online machine translation
services from Microsoft or Google – in order to reduce the problem
of multilingualism to the well-researched problem of monolingual
English-to-English matching [2,4–8, p. 105]. With the constant
improvement of such services, translation-based matchers are able
to provide usable results and are able to deal with a wide range of
languages. State-of-the-art machine translators today mainly use
statistical methods and are trained on large amounts of bilingual
parallel or comparable corpora for each language pair they support.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2017.03.003
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A known problem of statistical machine translation, however,
is the decrease of translation accuracy on corpora significantly different from those on which the system was trained. This typically
happens on domain classifications and ontologies that contain specialised terminology. The adaptation of a statistical system to a new
domain requires re-training on corpora extended with a significant
amount of domain-specific text (ideally bilingual parallel corpora
that are hard to find). At the same time, the systems typically used
by ontology matchers are on-line commercial services (such as
Bing and Google Translate) that, while offering the best available
translation quality, are not adaptable or customisable by the user.
The shortness of labels typically found in ontologies is another
difficulty that state-of-the-art approaches face, as the sparseness
of textual context within labels makes the translation task more
error-prone. Furthermore, the often non-standard orthography
and syntax of ontology labels – that we described in [9] as a form
of specialised block language– makes label parsing even harder.
In this paper we introduce a different approach to language and
domain aware matching, so far hardly investigated, that does not
rely on external translation tools. The method is based on combining two types of resources: on the one hand, multilingual natural
language processing tools that are adapted to the block language of
structured data and, on the other hand, off-line multilingual lexical
databases connecting words and expressions of natural language to
language-independent but domain-aware meanings.
The work described in this paper is motivated by the following considerations. Firstly, while both approaches evoked above
are resource-intensive, the types of resources they feed on are
markedly different: on the one hand, machine translation requires
large amounts of bilingual parallel or comparable corpora relevant
to the target domain, on the other hand, our approach uses lexical,
terminological, and NLP resources for each supported language.
In both cases, a wide range of resources are already available
on the web. Based on their availability and conditions of use,
for specific use cases one approach or the other may be more
cost-effective or faster to implement. Our knowledge-based label
matching approach can thus be seen as an alternative when no
good-quality language or domain-specific machine translator is
available. Secondly, we are interested in comparing the strengths
and weaknesses of the two approaches, which turn out to be
rather complementary. Our evaluations use two machine translation systems: Google Translate, currently the best available online
translator, and Apertium, which is free and can also be used offline. We conduct evaluations on three language pairs: English–
Spanish, English–Italian, and Spanish–Italian. Finally, based on the
complementarity of the two approaches we investigate the idea of
combining them – using multilingual lexical resources on the one
hand and machine translation on the other hand – into a single
matcher. The resulting system, as demonstrated by our evaluation
results, clearly outperforms either method alone.
The result of our work is implemented in NuSMATCH (NuSM
for short), an upcoming release of the open-source SMATCH system [10] with built-in capabilities for language and domain aware
matching.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. After a brief
reminder of semantic matching in Section 2, Section 3 introduces
language and domain aware matching. Section 4 presents the core
multilingual and multidomain resource serving as background
knowledge for our matcher. Sections 5 and 6 deal with interpreting
labels, explaining how NuSM performs language aware parsing
and domain aware sense disambiguation, respectively. Section 7
describes our cross-lingual label matching techniques. Section 8
provides mechanisms for extending NuSM by languages and domain terms. Section 9 proposes a fusion matcher that combines
NuSM with translation-based matching. Section 10 provides evaluations for NuSM both in comparison to and in combination with
translation-based techniques. Section 11 presents related work
and, finally, Section 12 draws the overall conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Example English and Italian classifications of books, with some example
mapping relations.

2. Semantic matching
In this section we provide an overview of the notions of
lightweight ontology, semantic matching, and of the principal aspects of language and domain awareness in NuSM.
2.1. Principles of semantic matching
NuSM is designed as a multilingual and domain aware extension of the SMATCH (English-only) semantic matcher [10,11].
SMATCH was specifically designed for matching semi-formal
knowledge organisation schemes such as classification hierarchies
(as opposed to formal ontologies expressed, e.g., in OWL) that
we believe are the main subject of most real-world multilingual
matching applications. As shown in [1], such classifications typically have the following properties:

• a tree structure;
• nodes are expressed as short and well-formed natural language labels;

• classification semantics are implied for nodes and edges.
As an example of classification semantics, in a classification of
newspaper articles the extension of a node Literature are articles
about literature, while a node Italy under Literature classifies articles on Italian literature.
Matching is qualified as semantic for three reasons:

• it is performed using logical inference on propositional
description logic formulas that capture the meanings of
natural-language classification labels in a formal way;
• atoms of the formulas are concepts and are not based on the
surface forms of words;
• the ontology node mappings output by the matcher are
‘meaningful’ description logic relations of equivalence, subsumption, and disjointness as opposed to similarity scores.
These operators are important in several real-world matching
tasks such as data integration or query answering. For example,
in a schema matching operation between query and database
attributes, in response to a query on a ‘phone_number’ a database
may return a ‘mobile_phone_number’ (which is subsumed by the
meaning of the query) but the contrary may not be correct. See
Fig. 1 for an example of multilingual trees as input and of mappings
as output of NuSM.
2.2. The semantic matching process
SMATCH matches its two input trees in a four-step process
where the two first steps consist of formalising each input tree into
a so-called lightweight ontology [1] while the two last steps perform
the actual matching using background knowledge:
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computation of label formulas;
computation of node formulas;
label matching using background knowledge axioms;
matching of the two trees.

Below we provide a brief overview of what is common between
SMATCH and NuSM, while Section 3 and the rest of the paper
present the new aspects of NuSM. For a more detailed presentation
of semantic matching and the original SMATCH tool, we refer the
reader to [11] and [10].
Step 1 processes natural language labels in the two input trees
and generates their formal semantic representations in the form of
propositional description logic formulas. Constants in label formulas
are atomic concepts from a background lexical database (Princeton
WordNet in the case of SMATCH) while operators are conjunction,
subjunction, and negation.
Formula computation is essentially a natural language processing task where concepts corresponding to lemmas (i.e., dictionary forms) of words are retrieved from the lexical database
while operators and bracketing are computed according to the
syntactic structure of the label. For example, in Fig. 1, for the
English label ‘Growing of plants and animals’ the formula grow ing ⊓
(plant ⊔ animal) is computed where ‘growing’, ‘plant’, and ‘animal’
are concepts, the word ‘of’ is interpreted as a conjunction and the
word ‘and’ as a disjunction (since the meaning of the coordinating
conjunction ‘and’ is typically the union and not the intersection
of its arguments: in reality, the node classifies books either about
plants or about animals).
Step 2 incorporates further contextual information into the
logical formulas computed from the tree structure. The operation
consists of extending label formulas into node formulas by adding
contextual information from other nodes in the tree. According to
classification semantics, a node formula is computed by taking the
conjunction of its label formula with the label formulas of all of
its ancestors. For ‘Growing of plants and animals’ in Fig. 1, the node
formula book ⊓ grow ing ⊓ (plant ⊔ animal) is computed, formalising
the fact that this node classifies objects that are books and are
about growing either plants or animals.
Step 3 collects axioms relevant to the ontologies being matched
from outside knowledge resources. For each meaning of each word
in each label of the source tree, this step retrieves all ontological
relations that hold between it and each meaning of each word in
each label of the target tree. In SMATCH, WordNet is used as the
principal knowledge base with meanings represented by synsets.
In the absence of WordNet relations for a pair of synsets and also for
words entirely missing from WordNet (out-of-vocabulary words),
SMATCH uses string similarity and gloss matching techniques.
Step 4 performs the matching task by running a SAT solver on
pairs of source–target node formulas (fS , fT ), computed in step 2
and complemented by corresponding axioms retrieved in step 3. If
a pair turns out to be related by one of three relations: equivalence
fS ↔ fT , implication fS ← fT or fS → fT , or negated conjunction
¬(fS ∧ fT ) then the mapping relation equivalence, subsumption,
or disjointness is returned as a result, respectively. If none of the
above holds, a no-match relation is returned.
3. Language and domain aware semantic matching
By language and domain aware matching we understand a process where the language and the domain(s) of the input are explicit
parameters instead of being implicitly assumed and, furthermore,
where the matcher is extensible by resources and tools specific to
the languages and domains to be supported. We achieve extensibility by means of the following two components, as depicted in
Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. Main components and extensibility features of the matcher: extension by a
new language (here: Spanish) or by domain knowledge.

• an extensible multilingual and domain aware knowledge base
as principal source of background knowledge;

• a multilingual and domain aware label processor, extensible
to new languages in a straightforward manner.
The background knowledge, described in detail in Section 4,
is a knowledge base containing lexical databases (i.e., wordnet)
for each language supported, a language-independent ontology of
concepts serving as an interlingua, and a set of domains mapped to
each of those concepts providing a domain-based categorisation
of lexical meaning. Extensibility by a new language is achieved by
plugging in a corresponding lexical database while the rest of the
knowledge base is only minimally changed if at all. Extensibility
by domain-specific terminology is achieved by adding new terms
to an existing lexical database and to the corresponding concepts
to the interlingua, mapped to the appropriate domain.
Label processing consists of a language aware label parsing step
(cf. Section 5) followed by a language-independent and domain
aware label disambiguation step (Section 6).
Label parsing is a multilingual natural language processing task
optimised to the language of lightweight ontology labels and is
extensible by language-specific NLP components. Itself consists of
the following substeps:
1. language detection that makes the language of each input
tree explicit,
2. computation of formula structure that parses the label using syntactic NLP techniques partly generalised and partly
adapted to each language supported,
3. computation of atomic concepts that formalises meaningful
words in the label as language-independent concepts.
Domain aware label disambiguation serves the purpose of reducing the number of possible meanings of ambiguous words in labels
using a domain-driven word sense disambiguation technique. We
thus assume that the domain specificity of labels is essentially a
lexical phenomenon. Disambiguation is performed in two, entirely
language-independent substeps:
1. domain detection makes the domain(s) of the input ontologies explicit,
2. domain-based sense disambiguation is performed as a downstream NLP operation.
We describe these components in detail in the following sections.
4. Language and domain aware background knowledge
Core to our approach is a multilingual and multidomain knowledge resource that we use as background knowledge for matching.
It consists of three layers (Fig. 3):
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Fig. 3. Example English and Italian lexical databases with the interlingua layer providing language interoperability and the domain layer providing domain categories for
concepts.

1. a lower layer of pluggable language-specific lexical databases
that are WordNet-like lexical-semantic resources;
2. the interlingua: a language-independent but domain aware
ontology of concepts where each concept is linked to its
corresponding lexical entries in each language;
3. the domain layer that provides explicit domain information
by associating interlingua concepts to domain categories.
The architecture of lexical databases is similar to that of Princeton WordNet [12], consisting of lemmas (i.e., dictionary forms of
words of a language) associated to formally defined word senses.
Synonymous senses are grouped together in synonym sets or
synsets. Both senses and synsets are interconnected by lexicalsemantic relations. Synsets represent an abstraction from the
language-specific lexicon towards units of lexical meaning. Each
lexical database is extensible by language-specific domain terms
as described in Section 8.
The principal role of the language-independent interlingua layer
is to serve as a bridge between language-specific lexical databases.
Each synset in a lexical database is mapped to precisely one concept representing the corresponding language-independent unit of
meaning. The opposite is not necessarily true. If a lexical database
is incomplete or if a concept does not have a lexicalisation in
a language, it will not be mapped to a synset in that language.
This phenomenon is known as lexical gap. For example, there is
no Italian word for cycling, which is paraphrased as ‘andare a
bicicletta’, ‘to go on a bicycle’. In this case, the concept of cycling
is connected to an English synset but not to any Italian synset as it
has no lexicalisation in that language.
The interlingua acts as an interoperability layer across
language-specific lexical entries, a feature that we use for crosslingual matching. We consider two lexemes (words or expressions)
in two different languages to be equivalent (to ‘mean the same’)
if their synsets are connected to the same language-independent
concept, such as the English synset of ‘book’ and the Italian synset
of ‘libro’ in Fig. 3. Other relations (e.g., hypernymy, meronymy) can
also be deduced across languages from concept relations (e.g., subsumption, part-of) of the interlingua.
The interlingua can also be used to provide abstraction from
language-specific lexical meanings and to incorporate languageindependent knowledge not provided by any underlying wordnet,

for example, through the introduction of new relations among
concepts. This can be reused as additional background knowledge
during the ontology matching task.
Finally, the domain layer annotates interlingua concepts with
explicit domain information. Depending on the field of study
(e.g., computational linguistics, knowledge representation, information retrieval), multiple formalisations exist for the notion of
domain: lexical (as categories of words), semantic (as categories
of concepts), or pragmatic (as categories of documents) [13]. We
adopt the semantic approach and define a domain as a labelled
category of concepts. Within the bounds of this general definition,
different concrete models may be proposed and do exist (which we
will shortly present); on this abstract level of definition, however,
we do not impose any other constraints on how domains should
be implemented as NuSM can be adapted to any of those models.
In our implementation of the background knowledge, as lexical
databases we used wordnets from the Open Multilingual WordNet
project.1 Our interlingua layer is an extended and modified version
of the Princeton WordNet synset graph. Our domain layer, finally, is
a converted, language-independent version of the Extended WordNet Domains [14] resource. Section 8.1 gives more details on our
implementation as well as a list of alternative, freely available
components from which the three-layered background knowledge
of NuSM can be built.
5. Language aware label parsing
The goal of the first step of semantic matching (cf. Section 2)
is to formalise natural language ontology labels into propositional
description logic formulas. This formal representation acts as a
pivot and abstracts away various aspects of heterogeneity common
in natural language such as ambiguity, variations in phrasing, and
also multilingualism. In NuSM, label parsing is carried out in three
substeps: language detection, computation of the structure of the
formula, and computation of the atoms of the formula.

1 http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/omw/.
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5.1. Language detection
The initial step of language detection provides the language
of each input tree as parameters to the matcher that, in turn,
instantiates the appropriate language resources and pipelines. Language detection is performed using a state-of-the-art statistical
tool [15]. We do not handle the rare case of ontologies mixing labels
in multiple languages, as it is a relatively rare phenomenon and
language detection on the level of individual labels tends to be
inaccurate due to their shortness. Processing is interrupted if for
the detected language no lexical or NLP resources are available.
5.2. Computing the formula structure
Label formulas are built from concepts, boolean operators, and
brackets. This phase consists of NLP operations with the following
goals:
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secondly, that labels are short (between 2 and 6 tokens in our
evaluation corpora) and follow a non-standard syntax. With stateof-the-art NLP tools multilingual support involves a costly process of building dedicated NLP pipelines for each language. The
label shortness problem, in addition, results in poor performance
from existing general-purpose NLP tools, which are typically customised for longer pieces of text such as web pages, newswire,
and Wikipedia articles. Indeed, state-of-the-art tokenisers, partof-speech taggers, parsers, etc., are implemented as machinelearning-based tools that examine a window of preceding and
following words around the word being annotated. The shortness of text means that fewer contextual words are available.
Furthermore, syntax and punctuation in labels are different from
conventional text for which NLP resources are trained and tuned:

• verbs and adverbs are rare (verbs tend to appear as gerunds,
e.g., growing, or participles, e.g., grown);

• syntactic units are most often limited to noun, adjective, and
• distinguish words that will become atoms (concepts) from
words with connective functions (e.g., and, or) that will
become logical operators;
• map each word of the latter category to its corresponding
logical operator;
• compute bracketing from the syntactic structure of the label.
Traditionally, NLP is conceived as a pipeline of text annotation
operations. NuSM executes a pipeline consisting of well-known
NLP tasks: tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatisation, multiword detection, and syntactic parsing. These are followed by the
two matching-specific steps of operator mapping and formula building. We demonstrate the process on our running example of ‘Growing of plants and animals’ taken from Fig. 1. The result is shown in
Fig. 4.
Tokenisation identifies the boundaries of words and punctuation
and models text as a series of tokens (the resulting tokens are
marked in Fig. 4 as boxes).
Part-of-speech tagging identifies linguistic functions of words,
which we use to distinguish between, on the one hand, openclass words with associated meanings (in our case: nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs) that we treat as atoms in the logical
formula to be built and, on the other hand, closed-class words
(in our case: pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, punctuation,
etc.) that will later either be eliminated or become logical operators (part-of-speech tags are represented by a ‘POS’ annotation
in Fig. 4).
Lemmatisation finds the canonical forms of open-class words (as
they appear in our multilingual knowledge base), e.g., through
morphological analysis (represented by an ‘L’ (lemma) annotation in Fig. 4).
Multiword detection finds multi-word expressions with meanings distinct from those of its component tokens, e.g., ‘hot dog’
(our running example does not contain multiwords).
Syntactic parsing extracts the phrase structure from the label, in
the form of a parse tree, as shown in Fig. 5.
Operator mapping maps closed-class words and punctuation
found between two open-class words to the logical operators
of conjunction, disjunction, negation, or ∅ (nothing) according
to the rules illustrated in Fig. 6 (represented by ‘OP’ (operator)
annotation in Fig. 4).
Formula building takes the output of syntactic parsing and operator mapping to build a bracketed logical formula, as shown in
Fig. 5 where the formula grow ing ⊓ (plant ⊔ animal) is obtained.
In language aware label parsing, we are confronted with two
specific problems with respect to conventional NLP tasks: firstly,
that labels in multiple languages need to be processed and,

prepositional phrases;

• word order, capitalisation, and punctuation are used in
non-standard ways (e.g., instead of ‘growing of plants’ one
may find ‘Plants, Growing of’).
As we also claim in [9], this kind of text, typically appearing
in structured data, can be described as a specific type of block
language. We argue that the block language of structured data
needs a unique approach to NLP, both for reasons of efficiency
in supporting new languages and due to the shortness and the
specific syntactic and orthographic rules. NuSM thus uses a custom
NLP framework of multilingual pipelines. First described in [9]
and still under active development, the framework is specifically
built for the semantic analysis of block language (i.e., its scope of
usage is not limited to semantic matching). While the framework
does reuse freely available NLP resources (OpenNLP models for
tokenisation and POS tagging, lemma and multiword dictionaries),
its pipelines and certain components are specifically tuned to the
task of parsing short labels:

• a rule-based tokeniser extension was developed for nonstandard orthography frequent in ontology labels;

• the output of conventional POS taggers is not entirely relied
upon (because of their lower performance on short text) and
is rather used as a hint in further processing steps such as
lemmatisation and word sense disambiguation;
• some machine learning components were retrained on short
labels for some languages, e.g., English and Italian POS taggers and named entity recognisers2 ; we are planning to
retrain other components as future work on the NLP framework.
5.3. Computing atomic concepts
This substep of label parsing retrieves meanings for open-class
words appearing as atoms in the label formula. For each word,
all possible meanings are retrieved, from all possible domains.
A crucial difference with respect to SMATCH and similar monolingual matchers is that the meanings retrieved are represented
as language-independent concepts from the interlingua instead
of English-specific WordNet synsets. Thus, for the word ‘plant’ in
‘Growing of plants and animals’ we retrieve from the multilingual
knowledge base both the concept ‘#45 plant as organism’ and the
concept ‘#12 industrial plant’, reaching them via the word senses
within the English lexical database (Fig. 3).
2 Note that named entity recognition and disambiguation components are not
currently used in NuSM.
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Fig. 4. Result of tokenisation (boxes), part-of-speech tagging (‘POS’), lemmatisation (‘L’), and operator mapping (‘OP’) on the label ‘Growing of plants and animals’.

Fig. 5. Result of syntactic parsing and subsequent formula building on the label ‘Growing of plants and animals’: bracketing is introduced.

Fig. 6. Mapping of closed-class words in labels to description logic operators (the list is incomplete). For example, the phrase ‘English literature except poetry’ will be mapped
to english ⊓ literature ⊓ ¬poetry.

Furthermore, we account for phenomena such as paraphrasing
and approximate translations that we observe to be more frequent
across languages than in monolingual matching. As an illustration
let us take the frequent case of English noun–noun compounds
such as ‘school transport’ or ‘river tourism’, both taken from our
EUROVOC evaluation corpus. In Latin languages (Italian, Spanish, French, etc.) these are typically translated as noun+adjective:
‘trasporto scolastico’, ‘turismo fluviale’. In order to increase recall for
such matches, we also retrieve meanings of derivationally related
words, e.g., ‘river–fluvial’, ‘school–scholastic–schooling–education’,
or ‘cycling–bicycle’ (cf. the example lexical gap on Fig. 3). This is
why we are able to match ‘river tourism’ with ‘turismo fluviale’ and
also ‘cycling tourism’ with ‘turismo a bicicletta’ in the example in
Fig. 1.
6. Domain aware label disambiguation
The retrieval of all possible meanings for each atom results
in highly ambiguous labels. Finding the most relevant concepts
(meanings) for polysemous words is the role of the well-known
NLP task of word sense disambiguation (WSD).
In semantic matching, sense disambiguation serves the purpose
of avoiding erroneous mappings that decrease precision and may
also decrease recall (if a wrong mapping is retained instead of
the right one). More precisely, it eliminates word meanings that
are incorrect in the given context: e.g., an equivalence relation
between ‘stock’ as in a business context and ‘broth’ (or ‘brodo’ in
Italian) in the context of cooking.
In NuSM a domain-based disambiguation method is used for
two reasons: firstly, we observed that most real-world matching scenarios involve domain-specific ontologies. Secondly, our
domain-based approach is independent of text length and is therefore well-suited to short ontology labels. The method relies on
domain–concept mappings retrieved from the domain layer of our
background knowledge (cf. Section 4) and is implemented based on

our previous results from [9]. We refer the reader to this paper for
more details as well as for evidence on the efficiency of domainbased sense disambiguation on the block language of structured
data.
An important feature of the method is that it is entirely
language-independent since performed on the level of interlingua
concepts. Costly language-specific WSD solutions are thus not
necessary. The process is divided into two main steps:
1. domain detection: the relevant domain(s) of the ontology are
made explicit through automated estimation;
2. domain-based disambiguation: the word meanings most relevant to the detected domain(s) are selected.
Just like for language detection, the domain detector assumes
the input tree to be homogeneous with respect to its domain(s).
This assumption is analogous to the one-domain-per-discourse hypothesis in computational linguistics that claims that ‘multiple uses
of a word in a coherent portion of text tend to share the same
domain’ [13, p. 28]. While the majority of real-world use cases
does seem to fit our assumption, multidomain ontologies do exist,
such as large national and international classifications in industry
(NAICS3 ), commerce (SITC4 ), or libraries (UDC5 ). These, however,
are invariably faceted classifications [16] that very clearly divide
their contents domain-wise by top-level nodes. It is therefore
straightforward to extract the domain-specific portions of such
classifications as a preprocessing step and feed only homogeneous
trees to the matcher.
3 The North American Industry Classification System. https://www.census.gov/
eos/www/naics/.
4 Standard International Trade Classification. https://unstats.un.org/unsd/trade/
sitcrev4.htm.
5 Universal Decimal Classification. http://www.udcc.org.
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The domain detector receives as input all concepts from the
input classification tree, retrieved in a previous phase. Domain detection is performed on the tree as a whole: as described in [9], the
relevant domains of each concept are retrieved from the domain
layer (cf. Fig. 3) and, based on the distributions of domains of all
concepts in all formulas in the tree, a global relevance score is computed for each domain. The domains with the highest relevance
scores are the likeliest to describe the ontology. For example, in
the English tree in Fig. 1 the subtree consisting of the single label
‘Growing of plants and animals’ may see the domain categories of
agriculture, botany, zoology, or industry associated to it due to the
various meanings of its words and their typical contexts of use. Of
these, agriculture is likely to be the most relevant domain as all
three words growing, plant, and animal have meanings pertaining
to it, while industry is the least relevant domain as it only pertains
to the industrial plant meaning of the word plant.
All domain scores obtained above are taken as input by
the domain-based disambiguator that, again using the domain–
concept mappings, for each atom chooses the concept or concepts
that are most relevant with respect to the domains detected. The
method is parametrisable to keep not just one but the best k
meanings, which amounts to filtering the least relevant senses.
Setting k = 0 deactives disambiguation completely. In the example
of ‘Growing of plants and animals’, even though the word plant has
two meanings (according to Fig. 3), the domain of agriculture helps
in disambiguating the correct meaning of ‘#45 plant as organism’.
7. Cross-lingual label matching
The role of step 3 in semantic matching is to gather axioms
about the concepts appearing in the source and target trees, allowing the inference of mapping relations beyond what can be
derived from mere concept or string equality. In monolingual
matching, binary relations are retrieved from lexical databases
(without any need to use the interlingua layer) and are used to
derive propositional logic operators of implication and negation
(Fig. 7, first column). In the absence of such semantic relations and
also for words entirely missing from the lexical database (out-ofvocabulary words), in an attempt to increase recall, equivalence
relations are derived using string-level techniques common in
ontology matchers: Levenshtein-distance-based string similarity
(the threshold set to 0.8) and synset gloss matching are used.
For cross-lingual matching the following changes apply:

• language-independent relations are used;
• similarity and derivational relatedness relations are used to
extend lexical coverage;
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(these extra related concepts were retrieved in step 1.2). For ‘river’
in the English label ‘river tourism’ the related concept ‘fluvial’ is
retrieved, equivalent to the concept within the Italian label ‘turismo
fluviale’.
Regarding string-based matching, our experiments have shown
that decreasing the similarity threshold of word-level fuzzy
string matching results in a significantly improved (5%–20%)
cross-lingual matching recall while causing a slighter decrease
(0%–2%) in precision. Concretely, a Levenshtein distance metric
was used with the similarity threshold decreased from 0.8 (monolingual SMATCH) to 0.6 (cross-lingual NuSM). We explain this
phenomenon by the different nature of the matching of out-ofvocabulary words (missing from the interlingua) between the
English monolingual and the cross-lingual scenarios. In the former, the forms of matching words are either identical, carry a
very slight morphological (book–books) or orthographic (Montreal–
Montréal) variance, or are radically different (synonyms: book–
volume). This is why a conservative fuzzy string matching approach (threshold = 0.8) is appropriate. In the cross-lingual
case, between certain language pairs the orthographic proximity of
words sharing a meaning is a common phenomenon: for example,
‘tourism’ and ‘turismo’ (similarity of 0.71). Generally, the closer
the lexicon, morphology, and orthography of two languages, the
more effective string matching can be between them. Accordingly,
we observed the greatest increase in F-measure with the very
closely related Spanish–Italian language pair (+18%) and a still
fairly good increase for English–Spanish (+7%) and English–Italian
(+3%) which all share a large vocabulary of Latin or French origin. Applying the same lower threshold to English monolingual
matching, on the other hand, actually resulted in a significant
drop of precision and F-measure, confirming the hypothesis that
for English a more conservative string matching works better. For
the monolingual matching of morphologically richer languages,
however, lower thresholds may in turn be more appropriate in
dealing with variations in affixes. Finally, in the case of languages
using different writing systems (e.g., Latin and Cyrillic, Latin and
Chinese), string similarity methods do not work, unless combined
with more sophisticated transliteration methods.
Finally, gloss-based matching is discarded in the cross-lingual
scenario as glosses tend to be absent in freely available lexical
databases and, when present, are written in different languages
that gloss-based matchers cannot handle.
8. Extensibility by languages and domain terminologies

• string-similarity-based matching is adapted to the crosslingual use case;

• gloss-based matching is deactivated.
NuSM retrieves language-independent ontological relations
from the interlingua. Depending on how the interlingua is built,
these relations may differ from the synset relations present in
wordnets and may provide additional or different knowledge. For
example, concept relations in the UKC were modified to respect
ontology modelling principles as opposed to psycholinguistic principles used in Princeton WordNet [12]. In the case of BabelNet, a
large number of additional relations were extracted from various
sources such as Wikipedia [17]. Fig. 7 shows how both languagespecific lexical and language-independent ontological relations are
converted by NuSM into propositional logic operators of implication and negation. The propositional formulas built this way are
then used in step 4 by the SAT solver carrying out the actual node
matching task.
Matching recall is improved by exploiting similarity and derivational relatedness relations whenever provided by lexical databases

A wide range of language and domain resources are available on
the web that we can reuse in our approach. In this section we first
provide an overview of existing knowledge resources from which
the three-layered background knowledge, presented in Section 4,
can be constructed. Then we describe the processes by which the
background knowledge can be extended, considering two major
scenarios:

• providing support for a new language;
• extending lexical coverage for an already supported language by generic or domain-specific terms.
The first case requires plugging a new wordnet into the background knowledge as well as providing language-specific NLP
components. The second case supposes that a wordnet-structured
lexicon is already integrated into the background knowledge
which is being extended by the contents of a domain wordnet or
term base. All of these cases are depicted in Fig. 2, p. 5.
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Fig. 7. Mapping of lexical relations (first column) and language-independent ontological relations (second column) to propositional logic operators used by the SAT-based
matcher. Antonymy is used exclusively for monolingual matching. For hierarchical relations (such as is-a or part-of ) transitivity is taken into account.

8.1. Reuse of existing multilingual knowledge bases
The three-layered lexical-semantic architecture we defined in
Section 4 is approximated, to various extents, by several already
existing and often freely available resources. The main differences
among them reside in the details of their formal models and in the
way they are populated (through manual effort, algorithmically,
semi-automatically).
In earlier efforts such as EuroWordNet [18], MultiWordNet [19],
or the Multilingual Central Repository [20], language-specific
wordnets are constructed semi-automatically. Cross-lingual interoperability is provided by mapping non-English synsets to their
English Princeton WordNet (PWN) counterparts. In other words,
the English synset graph itself serves as the interlingua. This
means that most of these multilingual resources inherit both the
lexical coverage and the Anglo-Saxon lexical-semantic bias of
PWN [21,22]. Nevertheless, they were and still are enormously
popular and have often served as a basis for further efforts in
building multilingual lexical-semantic resources.
A more recent and more extensive project is BabelNet [17]. It
is automatically built from existing wordnets, including the Open
Multilingual WordNet collection, as well as from other resources
such as Wikipedia, Wiktionary, or OmegaWiki. Currently it covers 271 languages. Its interlingua layer, composed of Babel synsets,
was enriched with a large number of synsets and relations, and is
thus different in terms of organisation and richness from earlier
resources.
Another recent project, developed at the University of Trento
independently and in parallel with BabelNet, is the Universal
Knowledge Core [16]. The UKC is a multi-layered knowledge resource with its lexical and interlingua layers corresponding to
those described above. The current UKC supports 38 languages.
Like BabelNet, it was mostly populated from existing freely available wordnets, principally from Open Multilingual WordNet. However, it also includes manually added linguistic knowledge, from
single lexical entries to entire wordnets (e.g., the Mongolian wordnet [23]). The relative importance of manual extension and curation in the objective of maintaining a high-quality resource is a
distinguishing feature of the UKC with respect to parallel solutions.
For our research we used the UKC as the underlying knowledge
resource of NuSM, due to its off-line availability as well as practical
reasons of pre-existing integration with our systems. However, as
BabelNet and the UKC share the same architecture (as depicted in
Fig. 3), the former could also be plugged in and used with NuSM,
with the solutions explained in this paper remaining applicable
and relevant. The modular architecture of NuSM makes the development of a BabelNet connector a relatively easy task and one to
be investigated in the future.
The domain layer, as defined above, is also instantiated in
several existing resources. The first such resource was WordNet
Domains [24] where domains are labelled with strings and are
defined as sets of Princeton WordNet synsets. Extended WordNet
Domains [14] builds on the former but defines domains as fuzzy
sets, i.e., domain–concept relations are annotated with weights.
Finally, WordNet itself defines domain term categories that are represented not as labels but as synsets themselves but that, however,
only categorise a small subset of the WordNet synsets.

For NuSM we implemented the domain layer as a modified version of Extended WordNet Domains where domains are mapped to
concepts of the UKC interlingua as opposed to Princeton WordNet
synsets, as described in detail in [9].
8.2. Extension by new wordnets
A large number of language-specific wordnets are downloadable from the web, in most cases under one of the common free
licences.6 These resources, even though not always encoded in
the same file formats, tend to follow the logical structure of PWN
and so can be reused for our purposes. Often developed through
research or community efforts, these resources offer variable levels
of lexical coverage. If a wordnet does not exist at all for a language
or its coverage is deemed inadequate, various automated [25]
and manual (expert-sourced or crowd-sourced [26]) enrichment
methods are applicable. While the presentation of these methods
extends beyond the scope of this paper, we mention as an illustration that the Open Multilingual Wordnet project so far managed
to integrate 34 wordnets, while its extended version, generated
through automated methods from Wiktionary data, integrates 150
languages [25].
The mapping of the synsets of the new wordnet to interlingua concepts is straightforward to automate for all wordnets that
are synset-aligned with PWN, which is generally the case. The
interconnection of language-specific wordnets is still an actively
researched topic and is one of the major tasks undertaken by the
Global WordNet Association.7
In the case of the UKC, as explained in Section 8.1, the interlingua is a modified version of the PWN synset graph, and a mapping
resource between the two graphs is constantly maintained. For a
new language – say, Spanish – we perform the mapping as shown
in the pseudocode below. Note that the same method can also be
applied to multilingual lexical databases other than the UKC as long
as they share the architecture described above.
Algorithm 1 Adding a new wordnet (sub)graph
1: procedure addNewWordNet(newWordNet)
2:
for newSynset in traverseBFS(newWordNet) do
3:
pw nSynset ← mapToPWN(new Synset)
4:
if pw nSynset = None then
5:
concept ← attachSynset(new Synset)
6:
else
7:
concept ← mapToConcept(pw nSynset)
8:

connect(newSynset, ukcConcept)

9: function attachSynset(synset)
10:
new Concept ← createConcept()
11:
for parent in getHypernyms(synset) do
12:
pw nParent ← mapToPWN(parent)
13:
conceptParent ← mapToConcept(pw nParent)
14:
addISARelation(new Concept , conceptParent)
15:
if domain ← getDomain(synset) = None then
16:
domain ← getDomain(conceptParent)
17:
18:

mapToDomain(new Concept , domain)
return newConcept

6 E.g., from the Global WordNet Association or from Open Multilingual Wordnet.
7 http://globalwordnet.org.
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1. Through breadth-first traversal of each synset in the Spanish
wordnet (line 2), retrieve the corresponding PWN synset
(line 3).
2. If such a mapping exists, go to step 4 below.
3. Otherwise, first the new synset will need to be attached to a
newly created concept (line 5).
(a) Create a new concept in the interlingua (line 10).
(b) Retrieve the parent(s) of the new Spanish synset in the
input Spanish wordnet (line 11).
(c) For each parent, retrieve the corresponding PWN parent synset (line 12) and interlingua parent concept
(line 13).
(d) Create IS-A relations between the new concept and the
parent concept(s) (line 14).
(e) As the domain category of the new concept, use the
domain of the Spanish synset if the Spanish wordnet
provides such information; otherwise, use the domain
of the parent concept.
4. For the PWN synset obtained, retrieve its corresponding
interlingua concept (mapToConcept, line 7).
5. Connect the new synset to the interlingua concept (line 8).
Note that all functions and procedures called within the pseudocode above are basic getters or setters with the exception of
the mapping functions mapToPWN and mapToConcept. While the
former (mappings of local synsets to Princeton WordNet synsets) is
provided by each input wordnet, the latter (mappings of Princeton
WordNet synsets to interlingua concepts) is maintained as part of
the UKC.
8.3. Extension by domain terminologies
Domain terminologies also exist in wordnet format [3,27–29]
that easily integrate into multilingual lexical databases such as
those described above. The Diversicon project 8 provides a few such
domain-specific lexical databases, such as the UK Civil Protection
lexicon pertaining to the emergency response domain and presented in [3].
However, it is more common in the terminology community
to encode terminology in terminological databases (term bases
in short). Term bases are usually multilingual by design: they
are organised around concepts (also known as terminological entries) to which one or more terms are attached per language
[30, pp. 879–883]. This means that interlingual mappings are by
default provided by the term base. It is straightforward to convert
a term base into a new wordnet structure: a term becomes a
word (lemma), its terminological entry (concept) becomes both
one synset in each language and one interlingua concept, and the
sense connecting the synset and the word is automatically created.
Hypernymy relations are also often provided by term bases and
can be reused to construct the graphs of new wordnet synsets and
interlingua concepts.
Connecting such converted domain terminologies to the interlingua, however, is not a trivial process as the mappings between
terminological entry concepts and interlingua concepts are typically not provided. If the term base consists of a single tree of terms
or a small amount of such trees that attach to the leaves of the
interlingua (highly specialised terms tend to appear at the bottom
of wordnet hierarchies) then plugging it into the wordnets and into
the interlingua is a straightforward operation that can be carried
out manually by a knowledge engineer. If the mapping between
domain and interlingua concepts is more complex (because it
requires the mapping of overlapping concepts or changes in the
interlingua concept graph structure) then additional knowledge
engineering methodologies may be needed, such as those provided
in [31,32].
8 http://www.diversicon-kb.eu.
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8.4. Extension by NLP resources
The languages currently supported by the NLP framework of
NuSM are English, German, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, and Mongolian, while Arabic is under development.
The framework was built with scalable extensibility in mind
where most of the linguistic operations are generalised either to be
language-independent or shareable across languages with similar
properties. The most important aspect of generalisation is that the
semantic NLP tasks of meaning retrieval, formula building, and
word sense disambiguation were conceived and implemented as
entirely language-independent components that use the interlingua and domain layers of the background knowledge. Secondly,
processing logic was separated from linguistic resources (machine learning models, lemmatisation and multiword dictionaries,
operator mappings as illustrated in Fig. 6) and is reused across
languages. Thirdly, whenever language-specific resources are not
available, the framework is able to fall back on less precise but
still effective generic solutions (e.g., Unicode-based tokenisation
for lots of writing systems, syntactic parsing based on POS tags
alone).
Consequently, the following is the minimal set of NLP components that need to be specifically provided for each new language
to be supported:

• a tokenizer for languages where default Unicode-based tokenisation is not applicable (e.g., Chinese);

• a mapping of closed-class words to operators, as illustrated in
Fig. 6, which typically contains less than 100 words;

• a lemmatiser that can be a simple lemmatisation dictionary
for languages that are morphologically not too complex;

• a syntactic (constituency) parser where it is sufficient to cover
the limited syntax of the block language of structured data.
While for best performance the part-of-speech tagger and syntactic parser components need to be adapted to block language, they
can be approximated by components built for more conventional
corpora.
9. Combining NuSM with machine translation
NuSM and translation-based matchers use radically different
multilingual label parsing techniques. As evoked in the introduction, each approach has its specific strengths and weaknesses as
well as its particular implementation and underlying resources.
This consideration leads us to the intuitive idea of combined matchers: we set out to investigate the extent to which the combination of machine translation and native cross-lingual matching can
improve matching results with respect to either method alone.
The smaller the proportion of shared mistakes, the higher the
improvement we can expect from a combined matcher.
9.1. A qualitative comparison of matching errors
Based on our evaluation results (as reported in Section 10) we
conducted a qualitative analysis of false positive and false negative
matches returned by either of the two techniques, the results of
which are synthesised below.
In the case of NuSM we found the following three main reasons
to be behind the large majority of mistakes:

• incompleteness of background knowledge;
• alternate wordings;
• the limitations of NLP.
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By incompleteness of background knowledge we refer to missing
words, meanings, or semantic relations. Wordnets are domainindependent resources that lack specialised domain terminology.
As already discussed in Section 4, the Spanish and Italian resources
we used for our evaluations have about one-third or one-fourth the
lexical coverage of Princeton WordNet. We quantified the effect of
lexical incompleteness on matching scores in Section 10.3.
By alternate wordings we refer to the capacity of language to
express the same (or very similar) meaning in several ways. It
may seem trivial to point out that natural language phrases and
expressions often cannot correctly be translated word-by-word
from one language to another. In the context of multilingual classification labels, often written in a more controlled and semiformal language due to their normative use, the hypothesis is
not as trivial but still holds according to our observations. An
example is the English label ‘Manufacturing’ translated into Italian as ‘Attività manifatturiere’, i.e., ‘Manufacturing activities’. The
label formula computation method in SMATCH and NuSM cannot
deal with approximate matches resulting from the presence of
additional concepts (here: the concept of activity). Google Translate, on the other hand, is built to be able to perform phraselevel statistical translation and thus tends to be more robust in
such cases. In contrast, the rule-based Apertium lacks a phraselevel statistical translation capability, leading to significantly lower
matching scores.
Finally, by limitations of NLP we cover a wide range of linguistic processing errors often due to the inherently difficult task of
parsing short text labels. Mainstream NLP tools such as machine
learning models for part-of-speech tagging, parsing, etc., tend to be
trained on longer conventional text such as newswire or Wikipedia
articles and, hence, tend to underperform on short ontology labels.
While NLP in NuSM was tuned to short labels, we observed that
among NLP-related mistakes by far the most frequently recurring ones were committed by the syntactic parser, resulting in
incorrect bracketing in label formulas. These mistakes can partly
be attributed to the weakness of our parsing logic, partly to the
inherent ambiguity of short labels (e.g., the label ‘floor and wall
covering’ could be correctly parsed both as (floor ⊔wall) ⊓covering
and as floor ⊔ (wall ⊓ covering), the former of which representing
best the intended meaning).
We found the following to be the most typical mistakes made
by Google translate on our evaluation corpora.

•
•
•
•
•

alternate wordings;
committing on wrong word meanings;
training anomalies;
syntactic parsing mistakes;
cumulative mistakes in non-English language pairs.

While to a different extent, alternate wordings are also a problem for statistical machine translation. While Google Translate is
able to provide phrase-level translations which makes it inherently
more robust to the phenomenon of alternate wordings than NuSM
that operates on the word- and multiword-level, it nevertheless
has its limitations and cannot translate, e.g., ‘Psicopatologia’ (meaning psychopathology) into ‘Abnormal psychology’, its English equivalent in the UDC corpus.
Committing on wrong word meanings is caused by the machine
translator needing to commit on the meaning of a polysemous
input word in order to produce a single piece of translated text
as output. For example, the Italian label ‘Lavoro e fatica’, literally
meaning ‘Work and fatigue’, is translated by Google into ‘Work
and effort’, since ‘effort’ is indeed one of the meanings of ‘fatica’.
The two English words ‘effort’ and ‘fatigue’ having distinct meanings, translation-based matching fails. NuSM is not concerned by
this problem as it does not try to disambiguate meanings before

)
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matching happens: both meanings of ‘fatica’ are attempted to be
matched.
Training anomalies are due to the fact that state-of-the-art statistical machine translation is to a large extent based on sentenceor word-aligned parallel corpora used as training material, often
obtained through automated processing. Errors in the original content or in the preprocessing algorithms lead to strange translation
mistakes such as ‘(psicotecnica)’ (appearing within parentheses
in the UDC corpus and meaning psychotechnics) being translated
into ‘(Psycho)’ (meaning psychopath), or ‘politica dell’informazione’
(meaning information policy) into ‘political information’.
By syntactic parsing mistakes we refer to choosing the wrong
parsing, especially when the phrase structure is ambiguous,
e.g., ‘Concetti e leggi generali’ (meaning General concepts and laws)
is translated into ‘Concepts and general laws’. This results in an
incorrect label formula being built by the matcher tool.
Cumulative mistakes in non-English language pairs refer to a phenomenon of an increased number of matching errors when none
of the two input languages is English. When matching a Spanish
tree against an Italian tree, both need to be translated into English,
resulting in a higher probability of translation errors appearing
compared to the case where one of the trees is in English.9 NuSM
does not suffer from this effect and can even take advantage of the
linguistic proximity of languages for improved results. This can be
observed in our evaluations (those without OOV words, in order
to eliminate the bias due to lower lexical coverage) where NuSM
generally obtained better scores for the Spanish–Italian language
pair (both being Romance languages sharing a similar morphology
and syntax) while GoogleSM performed relatively worse.
9.2. Combination methods
Several approaches to combining matching techniques are possible; here we introduce two possibilities:

• as a simple fusion post-processor on mappings;
• different matchers on different inputs.
In simple fusion the two matchers are used as black boxes and
only their output mappings are combined. This is the architecture
depicted in Fig. 8. This solution is the simplest both conceptually
and implementation-wise, but is also more limited in the kinds of
combinations it supports.
Discrimination of matchers based on the label allows for a more
efficient matching of deep single-domain or multidomain classifications. In such classifications, the deeper in the hierarchy labels
are found the more domain-specific they tend to be. Since the
most popular statistical machine translators offer good results on
domain-agnostic or moderately domain-specific texts, a possible
combination technique is to run translation-based matching on
labels close to the root, and NuSM with its background knowledge
extended by domain terminology applied on deeper levels.
While the second method appears to be a promising research
direction, we have so far only experimented with the first one. The
combined matcher architecture we considered is shown in Fig. 8.
The output of both SMATCH and NuSM are mappings in the form of
(source-node, target-node, rel) where rel is a semantic relation out
of R = {≡, ⊏, ⊐, ∅}. The combiner component is a function
fc : R × R → R
9 Let us note that the problem would still remain if direct translation were
applied from one language to another (e.g., from Spanish to Italian), as Google
Translate always uses English as a pivot, resulting in two subsequent translations
being performed.
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Fig. 8. A combined matcher that generates its output using the mappings output by its two component matchers.

Fig. 9. Definition of combining functions f∨ (left) and f∧ (right) based on the
mapping relations output by NuSM and by the machine translation-based SMATCH.
In case the two inputs do not match, f∨ returns the stronger of the two while f∧
returns the weaker one. In case of equally strong but contradictory input mappings
(e.g., ⊏ and ⊐) both functions behave in a conservative manner and output ∅ (no
relation).

taking for each source–target node pair the output relations of both
matchers as input and returning a new relation relc :
relc := fc (relNuSM , relMT ).

machine-translation-based monolingual matching. We did not include highly domain-specific ontologies in our evaluation corpus,
nor did we extend NuSM with specialised domain terminology, in
order to avoid an unfair comparison to general purpose machine
translation tools that are not extensible in the same manner. In
other words, to a certain extent, our evaluation results downplay
one of the strengths of our approach, that is, the incremental
adaptability of the background knowledge to the matching task.
We set up four separate evaluation scenarios: (1) comparison of
NuSM to machine-translation-based matching over our full evaluation corpora; (2) the same comparison but over corpora guaranteed not to contain out-of-vocabulary words (i.e., not covered
by our background knowledge), in order to get an idea of the
effect of lexical incompleteness (or the lack thereof) on matching
results; (3) evaluation of the fusion matcher; (4) evaluation of the
relevance of word sense disambiguation for ontology matching.
10.1. Evaluation method

We considered two possible fc combining functions:

• a ‘greedy’ or ‘OR-like’ function f∨ that emits the stronger of
the two input mapping relations;

• a ‘conservative’ or ‘AND-like’ function f∧ that emits the
weaker of the two input mapping relations.
The precise definitions of both functions are given in the tables in Fig. 9. Note that in the case of semantic matching neither
SMATCH nor NuSM associates confidence scores to its mappings
so the combiner can only rely on mapping relations.10
In a real-world use case the choice of combining function will
be determined by practical needs: if priority is given to reducing the number of false positives then f∧ should be used as it
is designed to be ‘conservative’ and return fewer false positives,
thereby increasing precision at the cost of lower recall. On the other
hand, f∨ should be used in order to increase recall at the price of
decreased precision, as it is defined so as to decrease the number of
false negatives. As in real-world use cases, as also reflected by our
evaluation results, precision tends to be much higher than recall,
hence optimising by f∨ generally leads to an improved F-measure
and can thus be used as an all-purpose combiner.
10. Evaluation and discussion
The objective of our evaluations was not only to provide
precision and recall figures on NuSM itself but mainly to compare the performance of our method to that of state-of-the-art
10 For other kinds of matchers that only output equivalence mappings with
confidence scores, f would need to compute a fusion score from the two input
confidence scores.

Our evaluations were performed on three language pairs:
English–Spanish, English–Italian, and Spanish–Italian. As multilingual evaluation corpora we used the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) and a randomly chosen subset of the EUROVOC
vocabulary,11 both available in several languages. Statistics on our
evaluation corpora can be found in Fig. 10.
The two corpora we used are significantly different – and thus
complement each other well – in terms of label size and complexity: EUROVOC labels tend to be very short (average length of 2.3 tokens) while UDC labels are longer (5.3 tokens). EUROVOC thus
presents a use case where labels are syntactically very simple, yet
their meanings are harder to identify due to reduced context. UDC,
on the other hand, provides richer labels both syntactically and
contextually, while the longer label presents a greater challenge
for parsing with a proportionally higher probability of mistakes.
Earlier evaluations we had performed (such as those in our previous work [33]) showed that deep nesting of nodes in input classification hierarchies causes a significant drop in matching recall and
thus introduces a bias into the results that makes any difference
between label parsing methods appear as less pronounced. In order
to focus on evaluating label matching and to avoid any interference
in our results stemming from structure-level matching, we decided
to ‘flatten’ the tree of the UDC corpus into a list of top-level nodes.
EUROVOC is already a flat list of terms so it did not need to be
transformed in any way. Thus, the – otherwise unchanged – step 2
11 EUROVOC: the EU’s multilingual thesaurus (eurovoc.europa.eu), UDC: Universal Decimal Classification (udcc.org). Of the latter we used Main Tables 1–7,
excluding table 5 because it largely consists of Latin botanical and zoological named
entities.
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Fig. 10. Corpora used for evaluation.

of semantic matching (as described in Section 2.2) does not have
any effect in our evaluations.
As these classifications are node-aligned across languages, we
took these aligned nodes as ground truth for equivalence mappings. However, semantically valid subsumption and sometimes
even equivalence mappings are also found to hold between unaligned nodes. Manual production of ground truth being beyond
our means for the roughly 1,600 nodes of our corpora, we have
simplified our evaluations in order to allow their automation:

• only relations of equivalence, that is, only perfect matches
are evaluated as positives while subsumptions and disjointness are ignored;
• all returned equivalences that are not in the ground truth,
even if deemed valid by a human observer, are considered
as false positives.12
These very conservative evaluation criteria obviously affect our
precision and recall scores in a negative way. We are not worried
about this as the primary goal of our evaluations – at least for the
purposes of this paper – is not the assessment of NuSM performance in absolute terms but rather its comparison to the approach
based on machine translation, used by most other state-of-theart multilingual matchers. Furthermore, it is important to point
out that our goal was to compare label matching methods rather
than complete ontology matcher tools: we wished to find out how
the use of a local multilingual knowledge base (as presented in
Section 4) fares against machine translation, all other things being
equal. For this reason, we reused the original monolingual SMATCH
for our evaluations that we fed with machine-translated English
input labels.
The API-based Google Translate service is typically exploited in
one of the two following manners:

• sentence-to-sentence, i.e., on the level of entire labels, obtaining a single output translation: this is the method used by
most state-of-the-art matchers such as AML [4];
• word-to-word providing all possible translations of the input
word (as one would by consulting a dictionary).
The second method was already thoroughly discussed and evaluated recently in related work [34]. For our evaluations we preferred to choose the first translation method: not only is it more
frequently used in matchers but it also more markedly differs
from our approach, being capable of offering translations over
word n-grams. This provides an approximate phrase-level matching capability, something our technique cannot do or only in a
limited way (for multiword expressions present in our lexicons).
Our comparisons thus provide further insight on the effect of such
phrase-level translations on matching results with respect to our
approach that uses the Interlingua on the lexeme level.

12 For example, on the EUROVOC corpus the matcher returned the mapping
‘tube ≡ metropolitana’ which is correct if the sense of ‘metro’ is assumed for ‘tube’.
This mapping, however, was classified as a false positive as EUROVOC assumed the
sense of pipe and therefore asserted a mapping to ‘tubo’.

10.2. Results on full evaluation corpora
Our results are shown in the left-hand column of Fig. 11, with
precision in blue at the top, recall in yellow in the middle, and
F-score in red at the bottom. The dark bars correspond to NuSM
(natively cross-lingual matching) while the light bars represent
GoogleSM (scores obtained by English-only SMATCH when fed by
Google-translated English text). The occasional third bar shows
results when using Apertium, the well-known rule-based machine
translator [35], in lieu of Google. The version of Apertium we
used for our evaluations does not support Italian, which is why
it only covers the English–Spanish language pair. The rationale of
including Apertium as a second machine translation service is that,
contrary to Google Translate, it is a free (as in open source) tool that
can be used both on-line and off-line.
Precision scores are in the 98%–99% range for the EUROVOC
corpus (Apertium scoring a slightly lower 97%). They are somewhat
lower (91%–92%) for UDC, which we explain by the specific syntax
and punctuation used by the UDC corpus that tends to induce
more false positive matches. On average, precision results are similar among NuSM, GoogleSM, and Apertium. We observe a slight
(about 1%) advantage of GoogleSM that we attribute to the more
aggressive fuzzy string matching we used in NuSM, as explained in
Section 7, which resulted in a few more false positives.
Precision scores are generally much higher than recall, a
phenomenon common for most ontology matchers (see, for example, the results of the 2014 Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative, [36]). In the case of recall, the overall higher scores for the
EUROVOC corpus are explained by shorter labels (two words per
label on average instead of six for UDC), the probability of parsing
and matching mistakes being proportional to label length. On
EUROVOC, recall scores for Google-based matching are by 12%–13%
higher for the English–Spanish and English–Italian language pairs,
and only by 3% for Italian–Spanish. Similarly, on UDC English–
Spanish the difference is 12%, while on English–Italian only 4%
and on Spanish–Italian our method wins by 1%. Apertium scores
lowest, about 15% below our results.
We attribute the better results of GoogleSM with respect to
NuSM to factors that we discuss in detail in Section 9.1. It also has to
be noted that the three languages we evaluated – English, Spanish,
and Italian – are among the languages with the largest available
online text corpora, which makes Google Translate particularly
efficient when translating from one to another. As future work, we
are planning to apply our evaluations to languages with considerably lower online presence, where we expect worse performance
from Google Translate.
Another insightful result is the inverse behaviour of NuSM
and GoogleSM on the Spanish–Italian language pair: here, the
translation-based method obtains the weakest results while NuSM
is the strongest. This is explained by two main factors: firstly,
performing two translations to English instead of one increases
the probability of mistakes. Secondly, NuSM takes advantage of
the orthographic, lexical, and syntactic similarity of Spanish and
Italian: fuzzy string matching handles out-of-vocabulary words
well across these languages, and their very similar syntax results
in similar bracketing in label formulas. These useful cases of proximity disappear when both languages are translated to English.
Finally, the huge performance drop resulting from the replacement of Google Translate by Apertium shows that translation quality has a great effect on matching results in the SMATCH and NuSM
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Fig. 11. Cross-lingual evaluation results on parallel classifications. Three language pairs (English–Italian, English–Spanish, Spanish–Italian) are considered over two data
sets (EUROVOC and UDC). Dark bars: NuSM (cross-lingual matcher). Light bars: GoogleSM (English-only SMATCH using Google Translate). The third bar for the English–
Spanish language pair: ApertiumSM (English-only SMATCH using the Apertium machine translator). Top (blue) row: precision, middle (yellow) row: recall, bottom (red)
row: F-measure. Left-hand column: results on the full evaluation corpora, right-hand column: adjusted results on corpora not containing out-of-vocabulary words. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

matchers. The lower phrase-level accuracy of Apertium leads to
matching results that are clearly outperformed by the cross-lingual
method used by NuSM.
10.3. Results on OOV-adjusted corpora
Out-of-vocabulary words are frequently encountered during
matching if the lexical (general or domain-specific) coverage provided by the multilingual lexical database is inadequate. In our
evaluations this was the case of both the Spanish and Italian wordnets, the former containing 35K synsets and 32K words and the
latter 34K synsets and 40K words (the English one contained 110K
synsets and 134K words). On the other hand, string similarity is
a remarkably efficient method for matching OOV words across

our three evaluation languages, as we showed in Section 7, and is
capable of mitigating a lower lexical coverage.
In order to evaluate more precisely the effect of OOV words
on our results we performed a second round of evaluations. We
started by filtering out all nodes containing OOV words in order to
obtain adjusted corpora that are free from the OOV effect. 18 to 50%
of the nodes were thus filtered out from each data set pair, showing
that OOV words are indeed a major phenomenon in our corpora.
Note that OOV words are merely one of the possible ways a lexical
database may be incomplete: missing word meanings or missing
relations may also lead to false negatives or false positives. We did
not consider these other cases in our evaluation.
The adjusted results on the filtered corpora are shown in the
right-hand column of Fig. 11. While precision did not change
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considerably, recall has improved by 5%–8% for NuSM, with a
somewhat more pronounced gain on the Spanish–Italian language
pair (8% on EUROVOC and 11% on UDC). On corpora without OOV
words the F-score of NuSM arrives within 3%–7% of GoogleSM
on English–Spanish and English–Italian, and outperforms it by
2%–6% on Spanish–Italian. The Apertium-based matcher scores
much lower than the two other methods.
These numbers show that string matching, while helping a lot,
cannot fully solve the problem of OOV words. Having appropriate
lexical coverage in the underlying knowledge bases still results in
a major improvement of matching performance.
We finally note a slight improvement both for GoogleSM and
ApertiumSM on the adjusted corpora, showing that the lexical
coverage of the two machine translator systems is not perfect
either.

)
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10.4. Results of combined matching
Evaluation results of both combination methods are shown in
Fig. 12. For each data set the first two bars recap previous results
for NuSM and GoogleSM, the third bar shows the result when
combining by f∧ (AND), and the fourth bar when combining by f∨
(OR). Note that, as our evaluation is solely based on equivalence
relations being returned, the only combinations in Fig. 9 that affect
our results are those where either of the two input relations is an
equivalence.
As hypothesised, the two label parsing methods – in the native
languages on the one hand, through machine translation to English
on the other hand – have provided mappings that only partially
overlap. This leads to the combiners consistently producing significantly better scores than either of its two input matchers. As
expected, f∧ improves precision while f∨ improves recall as well as
F-measure in all test cases.
With respect to the better-performing individual matcher,
by using f∧ we manage to improve precision for EUROVOC by
0.3–0.9% (where figures were already around 98%–99%) and for
UDC by 2%–5%, reaching 94%–97%. By using f∨ we boost recall figures by 7%–13% for EUROVOC and by 10%–13% for UDC.
F-measure is increased in all cases by 4%–12% when using f∨ .
The best improvements are again reached on the Spanish–Italian
language pair which benefits the most from the complementarity
of the two label matching approaches.
Fig. 13 shows some additional statistics on the effect of combined matching on the mappings. Table (a) shows the total number of mappings (all types confounded) produced by NuSM and
GoogleSM on each evaluation corpus. Tables (b) and (c) show the
number of times f∧ and f∨ modified a mapping, respectively.
10.5. Results on the relevance of word sense disambiguation
As part of the analysis of our evaluation results we assessed
the impact of word sense disambiguation. We were motivated by
what we saw as important mitigating factors with respect to the
negative effects of polysemy on matching results.
Firstly, the accuracy of the disambiguation method is crucial as
erroneous disambiguations lead to lower matching recall because
relevant meanings are pruned. Secondly, identifying the correct
meanings of words is, in itself, neither a sufficient nor a necessary
condition of eliminating false positive mappings. For example, the
label pair ‘(business) stock’ and ‘brodo’ actually need to appear in
the ontologies being matched for a false positive mapping to materialise. Since in real-world use cases ontologies tend to be domainspecific, the likelihood of a simultaneous appearance of businessand cooking-related terminology is rather low. Thirdly, even if
polysemy arises on the level of individual words, context words
are likely to mitigate the problem: the full label ‘company stocks’

Fig. 12. Evaluation of the combining matchers based on f∧ and f∨ . For each data set,
first bar: NuSM, second bar: GoogleSM, third bar: f∧ (precision-optimised), fourth
bar: f∨ (recall-optimised).

will not be matched with ‘broths for cooking’ because no relation
exists between ‘company’ and ‘cooking’. The longer the labels, the
less likely are polysemy-induced false positives to appear.
In order to quantify the effect of polysemy on results in NuSM,
we tested the effect of the absence of disambiguation on our
evaluation results (presented in Section 10). Two ambiguous atoms
were considered to match if out of all possible concept combinations there was at least one pair that was found to be related.
As polysemy results in the appearance of false positive matches,
we manually identified false positives that were due to wrong
concepts of polysemous atoms (words) being matched. Only 10%
of all false positives were found to be due to the lack of sense
disambiguation (the rest were due to knowledge incompleteness
or to NLP-related errors such as syntactic parsing mistakes). The
overall effect on precision and recall, due to the otherwise very
high precision (typically in the 91%–100% range, cf. Section 10), was
thus lower than 1% for our evaluation sets.
The general lesson that we take from these results is that the
sense disambiguation component should primarily be applied in
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(a) Total number of mappings created by each
matcher on each corpus.

(b) Number of mappings modified by f∧ .

(c) Number of mappings modified by f∨ .
Fig. 13. Statistics on the influence of combining functions on mappings.

scenarios of low precision, such as very short and highly ambiguous
labels.
11. Related work
A domain aware technique is used for ontology matching
in [37]. Here, the matching configuration is highly asymmetric
as the target ontology is DBpedia with a huge amount of nodes.
The objective is thus to filter the contents of DBpedia to entities
similar to the input. Furthermore, domains are not predefined
with respect to lexical meanings but are computed with respect
to the matching task in an unsupervised and ad-hoc manner from
structural information taken from DBpedia, such as instance–class
or superclass relations. The ontology labels themselves do not
play any role in the computation of domains and the technique is
entirely language-agnostic. In conclusion, this method is usable in
combination with an existing matcher tool in scenarios where the
target ontology is large and provides ample structural context for
robust domain definitions. Our approach, in contrast, also works on
small inputs in symmetric matching scenarios and assumes that
the semantics of nodes are in a large part contained within the
labels as opposed to structure and relations. This is the case of
lightweight ontologies that are the main target of NuSM.
The dominant approach to cross-lingual ontology matching is
to translate ontology labels to a common target language, thereby
reducing the problem to monolingual (most often English-toEnglish) matching. State-of-the-art matchers rely either on Bing
or the Google Translate API, including AML [4] and LogMap [6],
the two tools that performed best in the Multifarm cross-lingual
matching tasks of the 2014 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative [36], the most authoritative evaluation effort for ontology matchers. Likewise, oft-cited publications on multilingual and
cross-lingual matching [5,7,8] all propose methods that rely on
some form of translation, using either online services or dictionaries either on the level of whole labels or on the level of individual
words.
The idea of using interconnected lexical databases for crosslingual matching also appears in the recent paper [34], in the
context of a comparison between BabelNet and Google Translate as online word-level translation services. Beyond this initial
similarity, our approach is conceptually different. The matching
technique described in [34] uses BabelNet and Google Translate
not as multilingual knowledge bases but, again, as online translator
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services that retrieve all possible translations of words (i.e., lemmas)
appearing in labels. A simple form of meaning-level reasoning is
introduced by telling the online service to augment the set of
returned lemmas by synonyms. Matching is thus performed on
the word level of a chosen pivot language. We, on the other hand,
perform matching directly on the language-independent level of
concepts where beyond synonymy we are able to exploit a richer
set of concept relations such as subsumption or part-of.
The ontology label matching problem can be reformulated as
that of textual similarity or entailment: if a → b (textual entailment) then a ⊑ b (subsumption label mapping). The approach
taken by NuSM can thus be regarded as a knowledge- and logicbased cross-lingual textual entailment operation (with the added
complexity of formalising labels in the context of their ancestor nodes). Cross-lingual textual entailment has received some
interest in the last years. The backbone of state-of-the-art solutions is usually a statistical approach (e.g., machine learning on
parallel corpora [38], cross-lingual distributional semantics [39])
or – in most cases – a simple machine translation to a pivot
language (English) [39,40]. They are sometimes combined with a
knowledge-based approach for handling cases of monolingual synonymy and polysemy [40]. These methods are not fundamentally
different from what we evaluated by combining Google Translate
with English-to-English semantic matching, and present similar
strengths and weaknesses: on the one hand, they can achieve
good performance when the underlying machine translator, word
embedding, or machine learning model is of high quality and is
appropriate to the matching task. On the other hand, high quality
is reached through access to large parallel or comparable training
corpora, while appropriateness to the matching task requires the
same corpora to be close enough to the domains to which the
input belongs. Another particularity of the statistical approaches
to textual similarity or entailment is their tendency to gloss over
small differences that fundamentally change the meaning of a
phrase. For example, the two phrases ‘cereals and rice’ and ‘cereals
except rice’, the likes of which often appear in classifications, tend
to be found very similar by statistical methods while they will be
properly handled by NuSM that is able correctly to convert the two
phrases into strictly non-matching formulas.
12. Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to semantic ontology
matching that uses natively language and domain aware techniques, relying on off-line multilingual NLP and lexical-semantic
resources. The results we obtained confirmed the viability of
the method. When compared to the state-of-the-art cross-lingual
matching technique based using two different machine translation
tools, the three approaches turned out to score roughly similarly
in terms of precision. In terms of recall, Google Translate reached
equivalent to slightly better scores (+0%–15% depending on the
language pair) while the Apertium machine translator fared much
worse (−15%–20%).
We found our slightly lower scores with respect to Google to
be partially due to the incompleteness of our local multilingual
resources (both concerning lexical coverage and NLP processes).
Indeed, with complete lexical coverage the differences in recall
between the two methods are greatly reduced and our method
takes the lead by 2%–6% on the Spanish–Italian language pair. This
is a significant observation considering the fact that in the case
of our matcher the issue of lexical incompleteness is under the
control of the user: coverage issues can be – and are expected
to be – addressed through the enrichment of background lexicalsemantic knowledge by domain terminology and facts.
Finally, we built a fusion matcher that exploits the differences
between the knowledge- and translation-based approaches by
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combining their resulting mappings. The combining functions we
defined can be used for increasing either precision or recall. We
were able consistently and significantly to increase the combined
system’s precision or recall in comparison to the better of its two
components. We consider these as positive and insightful results,
especially in light of the simplicity of the fusion methods.
We explain the success of the fusion matcher by the inherent and irreducible differences between the knowledge- and the
translation-based method. The former is based on finding correspondences between the meanings of lexemes across languages,
and is not adapted to dealing with paraphrasing and approximations across languages (unless those phrases are lexicalised). Stateof-the-art statistical machine translation, operating on the word
n-gram level, is more robust with respect to this problem. Yet, it has
its own limitations: its essentially corpus-driven approach leads to
much weaker support for languages and domains more sparsely
represented on the web. Furthermore, being a translation tool, it
needs to commit on specific natural-language translations and is
thus prone to disambiguation errors on short labels.
Our evaluations also confirmed the intuitive hypothesis that the
quality of the machine translation service largely influences the
results of the cross-lingual matcher built on top of it, much like
the quality of our lexical and NLP resources influences NuSM. In
the case of statistical machine translation, quality is dependent
on the size of the parallel or comparable corpora available for
each language pair. Another condition is the semantic closeness
of these corpora to the application domain: for example, machine
translators trained on multilingual legal corpora issued by the
European Parliament can hardly be used to translate, say, medical texts heavily laden with domain terms. In order to reach a
good level of recall, both translation-based and knowledge-based
matcher systems (supposing they both are under the user’s full
control) need to be extended for matching tasks that either cover a
yet unsupported language or domain. For machine translators, the
state of the art uses significant amounts of appropriate parallel or
comparable corpora, while for knowledge-based matchers knowledge acquisition methods (manual or automated) and a core set of
language-specific NLP components are necessary. In the end, the
preference for either method may depend on the availability of the
respective resources.
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